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Did You Know?

Anthony loves spending his free time in downtown Fort Collins,
Colorado. He enjoys grabbing an ice cream cone from his
favorite local shop and exploring the Poudre River!
Anthony is huge into meterology! In particular, he enjoys
learning and teaching others about tornados. Anthony has
been very succesful in sharing his findings to his fellow selfadvocates through presentations during check in with friends, a
self-advocate support group.
When asked if Anthony could change anything in the world, he
responded, "I would make sure that the world listens to all rules
and stay's safe and healthy."
If Anthony could give one piece of advice it would be to "Always
stay true to who you are. Being yourself is perfect and it is okay
to be different."
Anthony loves listening to music, watching movies, and most of
all being social!

Our Message to Anthony
The Arc of Weld County (The AWC) would like to recognize Anthony Dorsey-Kountz. Anthony has
been apart of The AWC family for quite some time now. He first got involved with our agency
when he was seeking advocacy support and from that moment The AWC has been lucky to have
Anthony join our team in a vast array of roles including dedicated member/ membership
committee member, enthuastic volunteer, and in 2018 joined our Board of Diectors. Anthony keeps
involved in as many events as possible. A few of Anthony's favorites include our annual Pool Party,
Families in Action, and check in with friends support group. Anthony's honest, kind, and bubbly
personality is infectious and anyone who comes into contact with Anthony is sure to have made a
life long friend. The AWC team is so grateful to have someone as compassionate and free spirited
as him be apart of our agency. Anthony strives each day to advocate for fellow self-advocates in
his community and his efforts do not go unnoticed. Thank you Anthony for being who you are!

